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Painting is an art of applying paint on a surface with the help of brush and other objects. Painting is
carried out since decades. Art of painting can be divided into many categories like landscape
painting, oil paintings and abstract paintings. Painting can be done on canvas, glass, walls, papers,
and etc. with help of gold, sand, clay and other object.

As we know acrylic paintings has become famous because of its unique property of drying faster,
and having the same effect like oil paintings or watercolour paintings. There are few advantages of
using acrylic paintings over original oil paintings. The basic advantage is the property of drying the
acrylic paint faster than the oil paint.

However, many a times so happens that you need to use oil paint to get good colour blending effect.
In acrylic paintings, you do not require turpentine to make the paints thin; you just need to have
normal water. Acrylic paintings can be easily created from canvas whereas original oil paintings can
be created by use of cleared prim.

Abstract art paintings are free style painting. Slowly and gradually, abstract art painting has become
famous. Abstract art paintings can be further categorised to geometric abstraction and lyrical
abstraction. One needs to follow basic fundamentals during painting. Abstract art paintings help to
explore you to discover new varieties and ideas that can be painted.

Abstract painting is non-objective. Itâ€™s an imaginary art that describes your thinking. There are
general tips that will help you to carry out good abstract art paintings. Get free from your work and
worries, just relax. Take complete freedom and start abstract painting. Centre your thoughts and
ideas whatever comes in your mind draw on a sheet.

After painting try to figure out what have you painted. During painting you need to take care about
placement, use of materials, colour and compositions. We can find Australian landscape paintings
created by great artist on internet. Australia also has a number of major museums and galleries,
including the National Portrait Gallery of Australia, National Gallery of Victoria in Melbourne,
National Gallery of Australia and Museum of Australia. These are the famous places where
paintings by great artists are displayed. These paintings are available in acrylic paintings, abstract
art paintings and oil paintings. One can get all the painting on online art gallery also.

In art field, Australian landscape paintings have created a great impact. They are becoming more
and more famous worldwide.
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Tusk Gallery - About Author:
Art galleries Australia Online - Buy art paintings and acrylic paintings at low price and get quality a
conservation framing from Tusk Gallery. Our diverse and a affordable art range of Australian
landscape paintings, abstract art paintings, original oil paintings in Melbourne.
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